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Color Testing Guide 

Once you have narrowed down your paint color choices, we recommend you take the following steps 
before you make your final paint color decision to avoid having to repaint. 

 
Lighting Conditions 
 

Obtain color swatches of your intended paint colors.  Put them up on the wall and observe the swatches 
in the daylight, dusk and evening with your lights both on and off.  The natural and artificial lighting in 
your home will alter the look of the color, and will change throughout the day.  It is helpful if you put up 
multiple swatches up on every wall at the same time, since lighting conditions change even from wall to 
wall.  Ensuring that you like the color in all lighting situations is essential before any painting is done. 
 

Color Contamination 
 

If your walls are currently a strong color, it will affect the way the swatch color looks – the swatch will 
reflect the wall color. If this is the case, test the swatch in a room with a neutral wall color with the same 
exposure to sunlight, if possible. Otherwise, put up a large sheet of white paper and put the swatch on 
top of it to view it in all the different lighting conditions.  This will help eliminate any color 
contamination so you can get a better idea of what the room will look like with the new color. 
 
If you plan on painting one wall as an accent color put the swatches of both colors in an abutting corner.  
Make sure that the color contamination from the accent wall complements the adjacent wall color (i.e. a 
red accent wall may make a white paint color with red undertones come across as pink). 
 

Paint Finish  
 

The finish of the paint you choose is almost as important as the color. The reflection or absorption of light, 
which is determined by the paint finish, plays a big role in the overall color and feel.  Keep in mind that 
they less the shine, the harder it is to clean. 

The finishes that reflect light are: 

 Gloss – is very shiny and is used in small amounts to achieve a high drama effect 

 Semi-gloss – is most commonly used for trim and doors.  While it is not commonly used on 
walls, it can make a nice accent – such as stripes against a less shiny finish of the same color. 

 Satin – less shiny than semi-gloss and is used on walls in kitchens, mud rooms, and children’s 
rooms, since it is easily washed 

 Eggshell – reflects a small amount of light and works well for walls in almost any room 
 

The finishes that absorb light are: 

 Matte  – a matte finish is generally used for walls when it is necessary to camouflage minor 
imperfections 

 Flat  – a flat finish has no sheen and is most commonly used for ceilings 

Although these may seem like extra steps, taking the time to ensure you like the paint color before you 
purchase any paint will save you time and money in the long run. 


